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A SIMULATED HEBBIAN NEURAL NETWORK 
R. MARTIN 
Chemistry Department, West Virginia State College, Institute, WV 25112, U.S.A. 
Abstract--This paper describes imulations that illustrate how nerve cells can build more complex 
concepts by transferring and combining the attributes of other concepts in response to stimulus patterns 
corresponding to similes. The hypothesis described is startling because information transfer is completed 
within one step or time interval, even when the concepts involved are situated at different levels of separate 
concept hierarchies and more than one attribute value must be transferred. Such a rapid mechanism for 
constructing concepts is considered to be a key component of a more general "single-interval" model of 
concept manipulation that enables complete sentences tobe organized uring the time required for neural 
discharge to move directly across a multilayered network. The single-interval model for learning by simile 
is contrasted with P. H. Winston's explanation, which involves as many as 12 steps. For the proposed 
mechanism to be successful in one time interval, knowledge must apparently be encoded in strengthened 
and weakened connections that correspond to "semantic interference patterns". 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Learning by simile is, in a nutshell, transfer of information from one concept to another. Consider 
the following statement about a tropical fish as an example. The statement "The fish resembles a 
tiger" causes the stripes and predominant colors of a tiger to be associated with (or transferred 
to) this fish. The names "rainbow trout", "leopard shark" and "catfish" are similar examples: in 
each case, attributes from one concept are transferred to another. 
What neuronal mechanisms mediate this transfer? And why are not the tiger's legs and ears (or 
the rainbow's curvature) also transferred to these fish? 
Both communication a d internal mental speech would be confusing indeed if the name "tiger 
fish" transferred not only stripes and colors but also eyes, ears, legs, fur, whiskers, teeth, claws, 
growls and snarls, to the mental image of a fish. It is thus clearly necessary that there be mechanisms 
to determine which attributes hould NOT be transferred. 
The key question addressed here is: How can neurons "know" which attributes must be 
transferred, and which must not? The hypothesis described isone of a large number of models that 
are based on learning rules which govern the growth of branches or connections between erve cells. 
Together these models suggest how neural nets may support key aspects of various cognitive 
activities, including associative and sequential recall [1-4], feature detection and pattern recognition 
[5-11] with selective attention to key feature combinations [12], three-dimensional image analysis 
[13, 14], image sharpening [15], motion [14], contiguity [16] and texture [17] analysis, representation 
of topologically correct feature maps [18, 19] and certain types of concepts [20-26], recognition of 
spoken and written text [27, 28], pronunciation of text [29], game-playing [20, 25], similarity 
assessment [25, 26], risk-benefit evaluation and response prioritization [25], representation f
concept hierarchies [25, 30, 31] and cognitive maps [25], rapid sorting into categories [25, 26], 
learning by simile [25, 30, 31] and construction of logical, grammatically correct sentences [32-34]. 
Of these capabilities, associative recall, pattern recognition, short-term risk-benefit evaluation, 
sorting into categories, retrieval of information from (any of the levels of) concept hierarchies, 
learning by simile and selection of words and of simple sentence structures have been simulated 
within one interval of computation [cf. 3, 8, 9, 20, 25, 26, 30-34], where an interval is equal to the 
amount of time required for one set of neurons to trigger another set. During the single-interval 
simulations conducted in our laboratory [9, 25, 26, 30-34], each neuron broadcasts only one 
numeric value (representing eurotransmitters) during one time interval. 
Methods for single-interval concept manipulation warrant special attention because they provide 
qualitatively different explanations for intelligent behavior than models that involve more than one 
communication cycle when decisions are made, and because they may provide a basis for 
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developing machines that analyze patterns and then execute correctly formulated responses within 
only one cycle of communication between input, intermediate and output processors. Such 
"single-interval" machines can be expected to respond in appreciably ess time than machines that 
require two or more communication cycles for each response. Readers are referred to Anderson 
[23], Hinton et al. [35] and Hopfield and Tank [36] for descriptions ofnetworks that generally utilize 
many time intervals when a decision is made, and to the footnote belowt for additional remarks 
concerning the time required for single-interval responses. 
The learning rules that provide a basis for the simulation described in this paper are: 
(1) Hebb's rule: the connections or links between two neurons or neuron-like com- 
puting elements are strengthened when both discharge or "fire" concurrently [1]. 
(2) The link from neuron a to neuron b is also strengthened when neuron a 
discharges a short time before b fires, however the link from b to a is not 
strengthened. 
(3) The link from neuron a to neuron b is weakened when a disharges and b remains 
silent. 
(4) The link from a to b is also weakened when b fires while a is silent. 
(5) Rules (1)-(4) are operative only in the presence, and in proportion to the amount, 
of neurotransmitters or other hormones or nutrients that signify important 
metabolic or hormonal states. 
Levy and coworkers [37, 38] have obtained evidence (of apparently critical importance?) 
suggesting that neural interaction within the rat hippocampus conforms to the first, second and 
fourth of these rules. Weingartner et al. [39] discuss evidence indicating that the fifth rule is also 
quite plausible. Information concerning the actual number of processing intervals required for 
human concept manipulation and simile interpretation is unfortunately not available. 
2. A MODEL EXAMPLE OF SIMILE INTERPRETATION 
Imagine the following four vases: three are spotted and lack handles, while a fourth has a handle 
and is striped rather than spotted. All four vases have spouts and rounded, spherical bodies and 
undersides. In response to the statement "Perch are fish that resemble the fourth vase", most people 
conclude that perch are striped, like the vase, and not that they have handles, spouts or spherical 
bottoms. The stripes of the fourth vase, and not any of its other attributes, are attached to the 
fish. 
A. Transfer in four steps 
According to Winston [40] this type of information transfer generally involves at least four major 
steps. 
During thefirst step, the "source" concept (which contains information to be transferred to the 
"destination" concept) is examined and a list of significant attributes i  prepared. In the example 
under consideration, the source concept, vase-4, is found to "contain" the attributes stripes, handle, 
spout and round bottom, as well as other attributes that need not be considered here. Information 
suitable for the destination concept ("perch") will be taken from this attribute list only after the 
second and third steps have been completed. 
During the second step, attributes on the source list are compared with the attributes of related 
concepts o that shared attributes (those not unique to the source concept) can be deleted. In this 
tOf  course when a multilayered network such as the brain processes continuous streams of input, it is possible to view 
each cognitive response as requiring at least 10 processing intervals: one for each cell layer traversed as input passes 
between sensory and motor regions of the nervous system. These same cognitive processes can also be considered to 
require ssentially NO time if they are comple~ without delaying, even by a fraction of a time interval, the "straight 
line" spread of activation (along the most rapid pathways) from sensory to motor neurons. If this latter view were taken, 
then the central theme of this paper could reasonably be referred to as "zero interval" learning by simile. 
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case, vase-4 is compared with the other vases and "spout" and "round bottom" are removed from 
the list because all four vases hare these traits. Only the attributes "stripes" and "handle", which 
are both unique to the source concept, now remain on the source attribute list. 
During the third step, the destination concept ("perch") is examined and attributes that are not 
appropriate for transfer to this destination concept are also removed from the list. In the present 
example, "handle" is removed because fish generally do not have handles. 
During the fourth step, items remaining on the list are transferred to the destination concept. In 
this case perch become, in the mind of the listener, as striped as the fourth vase. 
Table 1 illustrates attribute transfer in five steps, rather than four. According to Winston, as 
many as 12 separate steps may be involved in some cases (cf. Table 3 of Ref. [40]). 
3. COMPUTER SIMULATION 
A. General description 
Simulation of the response to "Perch are fish that resemble the fourth vase" was conducted in
two steps, with step 1 corresponding to the statement "Perch are fish"; and step 2 corresponding 
to "Perch resemble the fourth vase". This two-step example was selected to illustrate how sequential 
attribute transfer can enable construction ofmore complex concepts if attributes from two or more 
source concepts are combined. Each of the two simulated transfers described in this section was 
completed in one time interval. 
A neural net was divided into 17 separate groups of cells or computing elements hat by definition 
respond to the colors red, black, blue and gray, to patterns uch as spots, stripes and fish-scale 
patterns, to shapes like fins, spouts and handles, and to combinations ofsounds uch as V-A-S-E-1, 
V-A-S-E-2, F-I-S-H and P-E-R-C-H. (Mechanisms by which cells may respond selectively to 
relatively complex sound combinations orvisual patterns such as scales, fins and spouts, have been 
described elsewhere [7-9, 24, 27, 28], and will not be discussed here.) 
Background information about he four vases and four fish was then input into the net by forcing 
the discharge of neuron sets corresponding to the labels V-A-S-E-l, V-A-S-E-2, V-A-S-E-3, 
V-A-S-E-4, F-I-S-H and the salient features of these vases and fish. (See Table 2, time intervals 
1-9, for more specific information about this background training.) Concurrent discharge of cells 
representing attributes and associated labels causes connections between them to be strengthened, 
in accordance with the first (Hebb's) learning rule, so that cells representing labels are thereafter 
able to trigger (in one step) those representing associated attributes. Cells corresponding to the label 
F-I-S-H, for example, are now able to trigger those that signify fins, scales and, to a lesser extent, 
Table I. Attribute list processing during a morn complex example of learning by simile: "The spotted fish had the colors of a tiger'" 
Step I: Produce an attribute list from the source concept. 
Source concept ffi tiger. 
List = attributes of tigers: eyes, ears, legs, head, neck, torso, tail, fur, whiskers, claws, stripes, black, yellow, very large, 
dangerous. 
Step II: Delete from this list the attributes that are shared by the source concept and closely related concepts. 
Related concepts = lion, leopard, house cat, lynx. 
Deleted attributes =eyes, cars, legs, head, neck, torso, tail, fur, whiskers, claws. 
New list = stripes, black, yellow, very large, dangerous. 
Step III: Delete from this new list attributes that do not "fit" the destination concept. 
Destination concept = spotted fish. 
Deleted attributes ffistripes. 
New list ffi black, yellow, very large, dangerous. 
Step IV: Delete attributes that do not belong to a specified category. 
Specified category = color. 
Deleted attributes =very large, dangerous. 
New list ffi black and yellow. 
Step V: Transfer remaining attributes to the destination concept. 
Result: The fish "becomes" yellow with black spots. 
"Notice that in this example there is no need for steps II-IV to occur in a particular order: attributes may be deleted in any order as long 
as those that are inappropriate for transfer are removed before transfer occurs. 
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spots, stripes, red, black, blue and gray.t Similarly, cells representing the attributes of each concept 
are able to trigger, directly, those that correspond to the most strongly linked label. 
Cells corresponding to the sounds P-E-R-C,H never disharge during this training, so activation 
of cells representing the label P-E-R-C-H at this point does not trigger cells representing any 
attribute (cf. Table 2, intervals 11 and 12). However concurrent input to cells representing the labels 
P-E-R-C-H and F-I-S-H (as if the sentence "Perch andfish'" were rapidly presented to the network) 
activates cells representing fins and scales, stripes, spots, red, black, blue and gray, since these cells 
are linked with those triggered by F-I-S-H (intervals 14 and 15). Sequential discharge of cells 
representing P-E-R-C-H and those that represent fins, scales and other attributes of fish strengthens 
the connections between them, in accordance with the second learning rule, so cells representing 
P-E-R-C-H become linked to fins, scales and, to a lesser extent, stripes, spots, red, black, blue and 
gray. 
Neurons triggered by P-E-R-C-H and V-A-S-E-4 are then discharged concurrently as if in 
response to the statement "Perch are like vase-4" (interval 20). These cells in turn trigger others 
that represent the attributes of perch and vase-4. Of neurons triggered by the source concept, 
vase-4, those signifying stripes fire most intensely for two reasons: 
(1) Links from V-A-S-E-4 to stripes are stronger than links to two of the other 
attributes of this vase (rounded bottom, spout) since links to the latter were 
weakened, in accordance with the fourth learning rule, when these shared 
attributes were linked to labels of related concepts, V-A-S-E-l, V-A-S-E-2 and 
V-A-S-E-3. 
(2) P-E-R-C-H and V-A-S-E-4 were both associated uring training with stripes, so 
cells representing stripes are simultaneously stimulated by cells representing each 
of these labels. Cells representing "handle" are stimulated only by those triggered 
by V-A-S-E-4 and thus do not discharge as vigorously as cells representing 
stripes. 
(Readers may observe that these two mechanisms correspond to Winston's steps 2 and 3: 
comparison of the source concept with its near relatives, and evaluation of attribute relevance to 
the destination concept [of. 40].) 
Because cells representing stripes fire immediately after those representing P-E-R-C-H, connec- 
tions between them are strengthened. Thereafter the primary response to P-E-R-C-H is a relatively 
vigorous discharge of neurons that correspond to stripes, fins and scales--as if the network has 
learned that perch are striped fish (interval 24). 
When examining Table 2, note the vigorous discharge 'in computation interval 21 of cells 
corresponding to the attribute (in this case, stripes) that is transferred. This relatively intense 
discharge suggests that there may be some awareness of information that is transferred when similes 
are interpreted. Readers may wish to examine their thoughts to determine if such awareness i part 
of their response to similes. Consider, for example, whether you are aware---even for a very brief 
moment--of  attributes that are transferred in response to the names "leopard shark", "rainbow 
trout" and "tiger snake". 
B. Simulation methods 
Simulations were carried out in PL/C and PL/1 on the IBM-Amdahl computer system of the 
City University of New York. Numerical values are first assigned to each of the essential 
components of the network, including the number of neuron groups, the initial firing rate of cells 
within each, the number of synapses (connections) and the number of bound and unbound 
transmitter and receptor molecules within each connection. When neurons discharge, values 
corresponding to transmitters eleased are placed in an array representing all synapses. A value 
derived from the bound transmitter value at each synapse is then used to determine whether and 
tConnections between F-I-S-H and spots, stripes, red, black, blue and gray are less strong than connections between 
F-I-S-H, fins and scales because fins and scales arc more common among fish than particular colors or patterns. As 
a result, F-I-S-H, fins and scales are linked more frequently during training and cells representing F-I-S-H trigger fins 
and scales more vigorously than stripes, pots, red, black, blue and gray. 
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at what rate other neuron groups will discharge. When firing frequencies are recalculated, the new 
values are printed, a new set of transmitter values is added to those already in the array and all 
calculations are repeated. 
This cycle of computation, which corresponds toone interval or unit of time within the network, 
continues for the duration of the simulation. Bound and free transmitter values are decreased 
during each interval to simulate transmitter dissociation, reuptake and degradation. Inhibitory 
interactions between euron groups are simulated prior to transmitter release by raising the degree 
of inhibition on each cell according to the duration and frequency of discharge. Stimulus input into 
the network is effected by addition of 63 arbitrary units to the firing rate of each cell group activated 
by external stimuli. And of course the strength of connections involving groups that fire, 
concurrently or not, is adjusted after each computation cycle. 
During the simulation described by Table 2, connection strength was adjusted, in accordance 
with the five learning rules noted in the discussion, by means of the following code: 
DO & = 12 TO 17; 
IF TRANSMITI~RS(A) > 6 
THEN 
/* Cells within group A were recently active, or else are now active. */ 
/*  
/*  
/*  
/*  
/*  
/*  
/*  
/*  
/* 
/*  
/* 
DO B= ITO i i ;  
IF FIRING_RATE(B) > 6 
THEN 
Group B is now active so execute learning rules no. 1, 2 and */ 
5, which respectively state that the link from cell group A to */ 
cell group B is strengthened (I) if both discharge concurrantly */ 
and (2) if group A fires a short time before group B, and that */ 
such links are strengthened in proportion to levels of hormones */ 
or metabolltes that signify important states or events. Val- */ 
ues for the constant LR5, which determine the force with which */ 
the fifth learning rule is applied, are noted below. */ 
DO; 
LR1 = (100 - CONNECTION(A,B)) * (TRANSMITI~RS(A) / i00) * 
(FIRING RATE(B) / 75) ; 
CONNECTION(A,B) = CONNECTION(A,B) + (LR1 * LRS); 
END; 
ELSE 
Group B is currently inactive so execute learning rule 3, which */ 
specifies that the link from group A to group B be weakened */ 
when group A is active and B is inactive. */ 
CONNECTION(A,B) = CONNECTION(A,B) - (LR3 * LR5); 
END; 
ELSE 
/* Group A has not recently been active. */ 
DO B = 1TO 11; 
IF FIRING_RATE(B) > 6 
TI~N 
/* Group B is currently active so execute learning rule 4, which */ 
/* specifies that the link from A to B be weakened if B is active */ 
/* while A is inactive. */ 
CONNECTION(A,B) = CONNECTION(A,B) - (LR4 * LR5); 
END; 
END; 
where LR3 = 7, LR4 = 7 and LR5 = 1 when learning is to occur and zero otherwise; TRANSMIT- 
TERS(A) is a measure of the transmitters eleased by the Ath group of cells; FIRING_RATE(B) 
is a measure of firing rate; and CONNECTION(A,B) is a measure of the strength of the link from 
the Ath group to the Bth group of cells. The loop index ranges restrict functional connections to 
those necessary for the example discussed here: connections from cell groups 12-17 (which are 
triggered by auditory labels), to cell groups 1-11 (triggered by visual attributes) are represented 
during the simulation, while "label to label", "attribute to attribute" and "attribute to label" 
connections are omitted. The equation for calculating LR1 is designed so that each link is 
strengthened in proportion to the current value of transmitters released from cell group A and the 
current firing rate of group B. Use of this equation also ensures that the value of each link never 
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Table 3. A connection pattern that enables ingle-interval learning by simile" 
Presynaptic cell 
Postsynaptic 
cells V-A-S-E-4 P-E-R-C-H Total 
Fins - 30 81 51 
Scales -30  81 51 
Black - 15 33 18 
Blue - 15 37 22 
Red - 15 39 24 
Gray - 15 43 28 
Spots - 35 23 - 12 
Stripes 45 24 69 
Handle 45 - 10 35 
Spout 40 - 25 15 
Round 40 - 25 15 
"The first and second columns of this table indicate the relative strength of 
connections from cells that represent V-A-S-E-4 and P-E-R-C-H to cells 
representing each of the attributes indicated. Negative values signify 
inhibitory links. The third column indicates the total stimulation to each 
set of postsynaptic (target) cells when both V-A-S-E-4 and P-E-R-C-H 
are activated. Notice that cells corresponding to stripes are most 
vigorously stimulated. These cells may be the only that discharge if the 
threshold for discharge is high or the time interval during which 
stimulation is summed is brief. The connection pattern shown was 
formed after computation i tervals 1-15 of the simulation discussed in 
Table 2. 
exceeds 100. The value of transmitters eleased by group A controls the degree to which links are 
strengthened in accordance with the second learning rule because transmitter levels are reduced at 
the end of each time interval and thus reflect he passage of time once transmitters are released. 
During this particular simulation, transmitter levels were reduced by 10% at the end of each time 
interval. For further information about simulation methods, readers are referred to Refs [25, 30], 
which contain the complete code of related simulation programs. 
4. ANALYSIS OF THE SINGLE-STEP MECHANISM 
Examination of discharge activity during this simulation reveals major differences between events 
within the network and the procedures for information processing described by Winston [40]. In 
the neural net, steps 1, 2 and 3 do not occur, at least not as separate steps, since no list of source 
concept attributes is created or "activated", and attributes not suitable for transfer are never 
deleted. Instead, discharge activity spreads directly to (and only to) cells which represent attributes 
that should be transferred, and processing is completed in one step rather than four. 
Examination of Table 3 indicates how four apparently separate processing steps can be 
completed within one time interval. Notice first that connections from cells representing the source 
concept label, V-A-S-E-4, to those representing unique attributes of this concept are stronger than 
connections from this label to attributes that are shared with the other vases. This difference in 
strength is an inevitable result of the fourth learning rule, which specifies that connections be 
weakened whenever postsynaptic (target) cells discharge while presynaptic cells are silent. As a 
result of this rule, discharge (during intervals 6-8, Table 2) of cells representing "round" and 
"spout" (while cells representing V-A-S-E-l, V-A-S-E-2 and V-A-S-E-3 are active and those 
representing V-A-S-E-4 are silent) weakens or interferes with links from V-A-S-E-4 to these 
attributes. 
The resulting pattern of weak and strong connections may appropriately be referred to as a 
"semantic interference pattern" because interference occurs only when (and only to the extent hat) 
two or more concepts hare common attributes or meanings. Such interference is essential to the 
proposed mechanism because it enables activation to spread from cells representing each source 
concept label directly and primarily to the unique attributes of the source concept---even though 
the source concept is never actively compared with semantically related concepts in order to 
determine which attributes are actually unique.t 
tTh is  conclusion raises the unfortunate possibi l i ty that  proact ive and retroactive interference of recall may be inevitable 
side-effects of mechanisms for single-interval in format ion transfer and concept construct ion. 
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Notice also that connections from cells representing the destination label to attributes that are 
appropriate for this concept are stronger than connections leading to inappropriate attributes. 
Consequently, discharge of neurons representing the destination label preferentially stimulates 
attributes that are appropriate for transfer. Cells representing inappropriate attributes are not 
stimulated significantly and may be inhibited by general mechanisms of lateral inhibition or by 
direct inhibitory links from cells representing the destination label.t 
Since especially strong activation spreads imultaneously from the source concept label to each 
unique source concept attribute, and since stimulation spreads at the same time from the 
destination label to appropriate destination attributes, the attributes that are most strongly 
triggered (by both source and destination labels) are those which are most appropriate for transfer 
in both respects. Attributes o activated are equivalent to those that survive Winston's teps 2 and 
3. They become attached to the destination concept, in accordance with learning rules (1) and (2), 
because neurons representing both the destination label and transferred attributes discharge within 
a short period of time. 
In summary, neurons can behave as if they "know" which attributes hould and should not be 
transferred because of strengthened and weakened connections, corresponding in part to semantic 
interference patterns, which form when concepts are initially learned. 
5. DISCUSSION 
A. Transfer of shared attributes 
The above example illustrates how unique attributes can be transferred while shared attributes 
are not. To transfer shared attributes but not those that are unique, a more general concept must 
be used as an information source. To transfer whiskers for example, the source concept "cat", 
which may refer to tigers, lions, leopards or other cats, is appropriate. A cat-like fish or catfish 
has whiskers, but not necessarily any of the unique attributes of specific types of cats. 
To achieve this transfer in one time interval, cells representing the label "cat" must be linked 
more strongly to "whiskers" than to other attributes of cats. Such a connection structure forms 
automatically during simulations that involve a hierarchy of concepts [25, 30, 31]. The same set of 
learning rules can thus support single-interval transfer of both unique and shared attributes if
appropriate source concepts are used. 
B. Additional factors 
Winston describes nine additional factors that control or influence attribute transfer. These 
involve specified attribute categories or, for either source or destination concepts, the presence of 
unique or shared attributes, attributes with unique or extreme values or attributes of unusual 
importance. 
It is of interest to note that all of these factors may operate within one time interval if their effects 
are mediated by, or encoded within, stronger-than-average connections between cells representing 
source and destination concept attributes and those that represent corresponding labels. This seems 
to be a likely possibility: unique attributes of less-inclusive concepts (such as "tiger"), shared 
attributes of more-inclusive concepts (such as "cat"), attributes with extreme values, and attributes 
of greater than usual significance, may each plausibly be linked to concept labels by stronger- 
than-average connections.:~ We must also suspect hat strong connections from cells triggered 
by attribute-category labels such as C-O-L-O-R and P-A-T-T-E-R-N, extend directly to cells 
representing attributes within each category, so that such labels can also influence attribute 
transfer within one interval when phrases such as "rainbow colored" and "zebra pattern" are 
used. 
?In the simulations reported, weak stimulation is equivalent to direct inhibition whenever general inhibition is sufficient 
to suppress weakly stimulated cells. In either case the result is the same: cells that are directly inhibited, or weakly 
stimulated and indirectly inhibited, discharge with little vigor or not at all. 
:[:It is difficult to imagine, however, why extremely or uniquely low attribute values should be represented by strong 
connections. For single-interval transfer of low values, strong connections to opponent cells, triggered by the absence 
of such traits or the presence of opposite traits, may be required. 
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C. "'[s-a" vs "'is-like-a" 
The difference between these phrases appears to be one of  degree. For  example "Shirley is a cat" 
transfers to Shirley a greater number of  attributes than "My friend Shirley is like a cat". In the 
first case, all or most of  the shared attributes of  cats are attached to the mental image of  Shirley, 
who quickly acquires eyes, ears, whiskers, legs, a head, neck, torso and tail, and many other 
attributes. In contrast, only the most salient characteristics of  cats- -sharp claws, whiskers or 
perhaps a wily personality, are attached to Shirley in response to the second statement. 
The number of  transformed attributes is apparently regulated by control phrases uch as "is a", 
"is like a", "is similar to", "is identical to" or even "resembles ever so slightly". These phrases 
may activate cells that in turn stimulate inhibitory units which raise a general threshold for 
discharge. I f  such a threshold were raised, cells representing fewer attributes would fire during 
simile processing and fewer attributes would be linked with the destination label. 
D. A unique explanation? 
I f  the same connection patterns that serve learning by simile also enable concepts to be named, 
sorted, organized within hierarchies and used during speech production and other kinds of  
decision-making, then of  the order of  10,000 constraints limiting connection strengths to values 
compatible with these different aspects of  concept use, must also apply to connection structures 
that underly learning by simile [25, 30, 31] if these operations are each to be completed within one 
time interval or cycle of  communication. This kind of  analysis indicates that hundreds or perhaps 
thousands of  constraints imultaneously imit the permissible value of  each connection within single 
interval neural nets. The severe limitations imposed by so many constraints (which apparently can 
be satisfied if the development o f  connections is governed by the five learning rules noted above) 
make it difficult to formulate qualitatively different explanations for single-interval learning by 
simile. 
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